Changes in timing of seasonal peak photosynthetic activity in northern ecosystems
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Abstract
Seasonality in photosynthetic activity is a critical component of seasonal carbon, water, and energy cycles in the Earth system. This characteristic is a consequence of plant's adaptive evolutionary processes to a given set of environmental conditions. Changing climate in northern lands (>30°N) alters the state of climatic constraints on plant growth, and therefore, changes in the seasonality and carbon accumulation are anticipated. However, how photosynthetic seasonality evolved to its current state, and what role climatic constraints and their variability played in this process and ultimately in carbon cycle is still poorly understood due to its complexity. Here, we take the "laws of minimum" as a basis and introduce a new framework where the timing (day of year) of peak photosynthetic activity (DOY_{pmax}) acts as a proxy for plant's adaptive state to climatic constraints on its growth. Our analyses confirm that spatial variations in DOY_{pmax} reflect spatial gradients in climatic constraints as well as seasonal maximum and total productivity. We find a widespread warming-induced advance in DOY_{pmax} (−1.66 ± 0.30 days/decade, p < 0.001) across northern lands, indicating a spatiotemporal dynamism of climatic constraints to plant growth. We show that the observed changes in DOY_{pmax} are associated with an increase in total gross primary productivity through enhanced carbon assimilation early in the growing season, which leads to an earlier phase shift in land-atmosphere carbon fluxes and an increase in their amplitude. Such changes are expected to continue in the future based on our analysis of earth system model projections. Our study provides a simplified, yet realistic framework based on first principles for the complex mechanisms by which various climatic factors constrain plant growth in northern ecosystems.
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INTRODUCTION

Warming is generally thought to ease climate constraint on photosynthetic activity of vegetation in northern lands. Indeed, recent growing season studies based on ground observation (Parmesan & Yohe, 2003), eddy covariance (Keenan et al., 2014; Richardson et al., 2010), remote sensing (Park et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2013), and model simulation (Duveneck & Thompson, 2017) have concordantly indicated that the growing season duration for northern terrestrial vegetation has significantly extended over the past decades due to both an earlier start and delayed termination. This prolonged growing season over northern land drives a longer carbon assimilation period due to the relaxation of low temperature limits on metabolism, and in turn, increased productivity and carbon uptake have been observed (Forkel et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2013). However, longer and warmer growing seasons also promote environmental conditions that favor surface drying, and thus intensified summer droughts, tree mortality, and wildfires have resulted in summer productivity decline (Barichivich et al., 2014; D’Orangeville et al., 2018; Peng et al., 2011). These consequential dynamics are highly variable in space and over time, and indicate a complex interaction of multiple climate constraints on plant growth and its dynamism (Garrona et al., 2018; Nemani et al., 2003; Reich et al., 2018). To accurately project the response of northern vegetation to future climate, we need to better understand how climate–vegetation interaction has evolved to its current state, and what role climatic constraints and their variability played in this process.

Photosynthetic seasonality is an integrated outcome of how plants adapt to seasonal variations in climatic constraints (Chuine & Beaubien, 2001; Eagleson, 2005; Garrona et al., 2018; Jolly, Nemani, & Running, 2005), and is thus a critical indicator of vegetation–climate interaction. For instance, gross primary productivity (GPP) tracks the seasonal course of temperature in northern high-latitude ecosystems, while the synchrony between GPP and temperature is gradually lost southwards toward warmer and drier environments (see Figure 1 in Rotenberg & Yakir, 2010). The laws of minimum (Blackman, 1905; Liebig, 1841; Sprengel, 1828) explain these shifts in GPP with respect to varying climatic conditions (Eagleson, 2005). The laws state that although photosynthetic activity is controlled by multiple factors (e.g., radiation, temperature, water availability, etc.), the prevailing rate is set by the most deficient of these factors (Blackman, 1905; Liebig, 1841; Sprengel, 1828). This suggests that the timing (day of year) of peak photosynthetic rate (DOY_{Pmax}) during the seasonal course corresponds to the period when the primary climatic factor controlling plant growth is least limiting. This simple yet intuitive indicator has an indispensable role not only indicating the timing and magnitude of resource availability (i.e., constraint) but also the capacity of terrestrial ecosystem productivity (Xia et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2017). Ongoing climate change in the north is expected to alter the state of climatic constraints on plant growth, and therefore, changes in DOY_{Pmax} and productivity. Previous studies have observed trends toward an earlier peak of the growing season (Buitenwerf, Rose, & Higgins, 2015; Gonsamo, Chen, & Ooi, 2018). However, the underlying mechanisms for spatially varying relations between its changes and implications on seasonal total productivity and carbon cycle are still largely unknown.

In this study, we take the “laws of minimum” as a basis and introduce a new framework where the timing of peak photosynthetic activity (DOY_{Pmax}) acts as a proxy for plant’s adaptive state to climatic constraints on its growth. Two basic principles formulate this new framework (Figure 1). First, under nonlimiting climatic conditions, DOY_{Pmax} will show a tendency to coincide with the period of seasonal peak radiation load so as to result in maximum photosynthetic capacity conditions (Bauerle et al., 2012; Eagleson, 2005; Case 1 in Figure 1). Second, if a climatic factor acts as the primary constraint to photosynthetic activity, DOY_{Pmax} should shift toward the period in the seasonal course at which that limiting resource is more available (Eagleson, 2005; Rotenberg & Yakir, 2010; Cases 2–4 in Figure 1). In this framework, the timings of peak GPP (DOY_{GPPmax}) and three climatic factors including temperature (DOY_{Tmax}), radiation (DOY_{Rmax}), and water availability (DOY_{Wmax}) serve as key proxies for climate resource availability. We only introduce these three abiotic controls of GPP because it is widely known that they interact to primarily impose complex and varying limitations on vegetation activity (Nemani et al., 2003). Due to reduced water losses during the cold season over northern terrestrial ecosystems and thermal inertia, a sequential order of the timings of peak climatic factors (DOY_{Wmax} < DOY_{Rmax} < DOY_{Tmax}) simplifies our framework (Figure S1). In other words, this suggests that positioning of DOY_{Pmax} with respect to DOY_{Rmax} (δDOY_{PR} = DOY_{Pmax} − DOY_{Rmax}) can indicate the primary climatic constraint on ecosystems, that is, water (δDOY_{PR} < 0) or temperature (δDOY_{PR} > 0). δDOY_{PT} defined as DOY_{Pmax} − DOY_{Tmax} is additionally introduced to subdivide dominant temperature constrained northern ecosystems.

Our primary objectives of this study are twofold: (a) to examine the proposed framework using independent multiple datasets and understand how northern vegetation seasonality has been characterized; and (b) to investigate changes in DOY_{Pmax} and its impact on seasonal total productivity and carbon cycle. To accomplish the objectives, we apply the proposed framework to GPP dynamics from the satellite observed vegetation photosynthetic activity to evaluate its validity and changes in DOY_{Pmax}. Two independent sources of vegetation productivity (tower-measured GPP and satellite-driven sun-induced fluorescence [SIF]) are used to further test the framework. We use the atmospheric CO₂ observations at Point Barrow (71.3°N, 156.6°W) and two state-of-the-art CO₂ inversion estimates to investigate the potential impact of shifting DOY_{Pmax} on terrestrial ecosystem carbon cycle. A set of earth system models (ESMs) is additionally introduced to evaluate the reproducibility of the observed DOY_{Pmax} changes and their consequences under historical and future climate scenarios.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Study area and bioclimatic zones

Only nonagricultural vegetation over north of 30°N is considered in this study to minimize human-induced influence. Three bioclimatic
zones including arctic, boreal, and temperate regions were used to present outcomes of this study. To discriminate the bioclimatic zones, we combined a terrestrial ecoregion scheme (Olson et al., 2001) of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) land cover data (Friedl et al., 2010; Collection 5.1). We first used MODIS IGBP to keep only nonagricultural vegetation classes (Class 1-10 and 16). Then, based on the WWF's ecoregion scheme, tundra and boreal forests/taiga ecoregions were assigned into the arctic and boreal bioclimatic zones, respectively. Temperate broadleaf and mixed forests, temperate coniferous forests, temperate grasslands, savannas, and shrublands were identified as the temperate bioclimatic zone. We further excluded the pixels containing more than 25% of cropland based on the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis cropland fraction data (Fritz et al., 2015).

2.2 | Data and methods

2.2.1 | Multiscale GPP and its proxy: satellite and tower measurements

In this study, we mainly used 17 year (2000–2016) time series of GPP data from the MODIS aboard NASA's Terra satellite (Running, Mu, & Zhao, 2015) to examine the framework and to investigate DOYPmax change in northern lands. The latest version (Collection 6) of MODIS GPP with 8 day temporal composite was spatially aggregated into 0.05 degree grid. Its high temporal frequency is advantageous to capture the seasonal variation of photosynthetic activity. MODIS GPP is based on a production efficiency model that uses the product of the absorbed photosynthetically active radiation by vegetation and a light use efficiency factor. The quality of MODIS GPP datasets has been comprehensively evaluated against multiple eddy-covariance tower measurements of GPP and through intercomparisons with other GPP products (Heinsch et al., 2006; Zhao, Heinsch, Nemani, & Running, 2005).

We additionally introduced satellite-driven SIF and eddy-covariance-based GPP data to verify our framework and results from MODIS GPP. The SIF is retrieved near the $\lambda = 740$ nm far-red peak in chlorophyll fluorescence emission from the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2 (GOME-2) instrument onboard Eumetsat's MetOp-A satellite. The monthly SIF record (version 27, level 3) covering 2007-2016 was used in this study (Joiner, Yoshida, Guanter, & Middleton, 2016). SIF is an electromagnetic emission in the 650–800 nm range originating from plant photosynthetic machinery, and it is theoretically linearly correlated with the electron transport rate of photosynthetic activity (Zhang et al., 2014).
The eddy-covariance tower measurements from the FLUXNET2015 database (tier 1, Pastorello et al., 2017) were used in this study. FLUXNET is a global network of micrometeorological tower sites that use eddy covariance methods to measure the exchanges of carbon, water, and energy between terrestrial ecosystems and the atmosphere (Baldocchi et al., 2001). We used GPP estimates based on the flux partitioning approach proposed by Lasslop et al. (2010). A total of 92 sites (those with more than three site-year measurements) were selected for the evaluation of our DOY\textsubscript{Pmax} framework spanning a large climatic and biome gradient (Figure S2a).

2.3 | Multiscale climate data

We used daily climate datasets provided by Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) Reanalysis of NASA (Gelaro et al., 2017). The current version of GMAO is an hourly time step dataset generated by the Goddard Earth Observing System-5 (GEOS-5) data assimilation system. We aggregated the native hourly data into the daily scale to retrieve pixel-wise phases of climate variables. Surface air temperature and down-welling photosynthetically active radiation were employed in this analysis. Daily climate datasets were used to characterize DOY\textsubscript{Tmax} and DOY\textsubscript{Rmax}. We also obtained potential evapotranspiration (PET) and actual evapotranspiration (AET) to quantify water availability on plant growth by calculating a ratio of AET to PET (RAP) (Prentice et al., 1992). Both AET and PET were obtained by Global Land Data Assimilation Systems (GLDAS, Version 2.1; Rodell et al., 2004). We characterized summer climate using mean temperature and RAP during June–August for investigating how DOY\textsubscript{Pmax} positioning varies as functions of climate constraints, that is, temperature and water availability. For the tower-measured GPP, the ancillary microclimate datasets including air temperature and incoming radiation (photosynthetic photon flux density) simultaneously measured with GPP were additionally obtained.

2.4 | ESM simulated historical and future GPP

We also introduced a set of the most recent climate–carbon simulations of ESMs contributing to the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Taylor, Stouffer, & Meehl, 2012). Seven ESMs, which are available at CMIP5 archive, were used in this study: NorESM1-M, MIROC-ESM, CanESM2, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-MR, MPI-ESM-MR, and CCSM4. The datasets provided monthly GPP output (1980–2099) for simulations of both Historical and Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 4.5 (Thomson et al., 2011). Data from the Historical and RCP4.5 scenario periods were combined to generate continuous variable fields from 1980 to 2099. All model outputs were processed at the native spatial resolutions and aggregated into regional scales (i.e., arctic, boreal, and temperate regions) for trend and correlation estimates.

2.5 | Timings of peak seasonal photosynthetic activity and climate

We extracted three metrics indicating a maximal state of seasonal photosynthetic activity (DOY\textsubscript{Pmax}), radiation (DOY\textsubscript{Rmax}), and temperature (DOY\textsubscript{Tmax}) at two different scales: site and regional scale. For both scales, to reduce noise and maintain a distinct seasonal feature of GPP (or SIF) and climate datasets, the singular spectrum analysis was first implemented at yearly basis (Vautard, Yiou, & Ghil, 1992). The singular spectrum analysis is a nonparametric approach that does not need a priori specification of models of time series, thus it is data-adaptive. It first decomposes a time series into oscillatory components and noises according to the singular value decomposition, thereafter reconstructs specific components (i.e., seasonal signal) from the original time series. This nonparametric approach has been widely used to reconstruct the time series of GPP and other environmental variables by reducing their noise components (Keenan et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2017). Time series of GPP and meteorological datasets were used to retrieve DOY\textsubscript{Pmax}, DOY\textsubscript{Rmax}, and DOY\textsubscript{Tmax} on a yearly basis. Note that multiyear averaged daily GPP, radiation, and temperature time series were used for FLUXNET retrievals. For the case of monthly data (SIF and CMIP5 GPP), we assigned middle of the month as the day of the year for each month and then implemented the same procedures used in MODIS and FLUXNET. Finally, δDOY\textsubscript{P,R,T} (i.e., DOY\textsubscript{Pmax} − DOY\textsubscript{Pmin} and δDOY\textsubscript{P,R,T} were also calculated. We additionally retrieved pixel-wise growing season length from MODIS GPP by applying a fixed threshold, that is, 10% of the multiyear average maximum GPP (Zhou et al., 2017).

2.6 | Atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2} concentration and fluxes: zero-crossing date and seasonal amplitude

Daily atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2} concentration at Point Barrow (71.3°N, 156.6°W) was obtained from the in situ measurement dataset provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Earth System Research Laboratory (NOAA/ESRL). The spring downward CO\textsubscript{2} zero-crossing date (DOY\textsubscript{zero-crossing}) was extracted by following the approach described in Piao et al. (2008). We first determined the interannual trend in the atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2} concentration with a quadratic polynomial curve, four harmonics in the seasonal function, and time-filtered residuals. We then used the harmonics plus the residuals (detrended CO\textsubscript{2} seasonal cycle) to define the downward CO\textsubscript{2} DOY\textsubscript{zero-crossing} as the day on which the detrended curve crossed the zero line from positive to negative. All aforementioned processes were achieved by the use of the standard package CGGCVR from NOAA/ESRL (Thoning, Tans, & Komhyr, 1989). We used DOY\textsubscript{zero-crossing} as an indicator of proximal DOY\textsubscript{Pmax} for three reasons, although DOY\textsubscript{zero-crossing} is not an accurate term of peak photosynthesis timing. First, seasonal trajectory of GPP strongly governs changes in net biome productivity seasonality and its trend (Forkel et al., 2016; Ito et al., 2016). Second, DOY\textsubscript{zero-crossing} can be determined more accurately and it is roughly corresponding to the time of maximum carbon uptake by the biosphere (Ito et al., 2016). Third, a relative change in the phase of the cycle identified at one point (e.g., DOY\textsubscript{zero-crossing}) will be matched by relative phase changes at all other points since the shape of the seasonal cycle does not change...
significant (Barichivich, Briffa, Osborn, Melvin, & Caesar, 2012). We further extracted the seasonal cycle amplitude (SCA) because its changes reflect vegetation GPP driven changes in net carbon uptake (Forck et al., 2016).

We additionally used two gridded carbon fluxes from atmospheric CO₂ inversion products: the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS, version v13r2, 1979–2015; Chevallier et al., 2010) and the Jena CarboScope (JENA, version v81_v3.8, 1981–2015; Rödenbeck, Houweling, Gloor, & Heimann, 2003). Atmospheric CO₂ inversions estimate net carbon exchange fluxes between surface and atmosphere by utilizing CO₂ concentrations at measurement sites, combined with an atmospheric transport model and prior information on fossil fuel carbon emissions and carbon exchange between the atmosphere and land (and ocean). We used daily mean net flux estimates on a spatial resolution of 3.75° latitude and 5° longitude (JENA) and 1.875° latitude and 3.75° longitude (CAMS) over the vegetated land surface. Both products were first aggregated into regional scales then DOY_zero-crossing and SCA of carbon fluxes were, respectively, extracted. Note that the flux amplitude is indirectly related to the amplitude in the atmospheric CO₂ concentration, as the atmospheric concentration is roughly the integral of the fluxes (Welp et al., 2016).

2.7 Analytical approach

Based on the extracted MODIS DOYPmax, we first tested the validity of framework by relating it to summer climate conditions (i.e., temperature and water availability). The first principle we formulated for the framework justifies using summer season as a period when the primary climate constraint dictates vegetation photosynthetic seasonality, and therefore, DOYPmax. Both seasonal total (GPP_Total) and maximum GPP (GPP_Pmax) were calculated to investigate the spatial and temporal relations between DOYPmax and vegetation productivity. In order to capture the seasonal distribution of GPP with a simple metric, we evaluated the ratio (GPP_Ratio) of total GPP during the first half (January 1 to the long-term mean DOYPmax) to that of the whole year. Additionally, the length of growing season together with GPPmax was considered to explain the observed pattern between DOYPmax and GPP_Total (e.g., Xia et al., 2015). All explored relationships were explained as functions of δDOYP_R and δDOYP_T. Independent eddy-covariance tower GPP and GOME-2 SIF-based retrievals were used for further testing of the framework. Note that we limited the use of these independent data only for verifying the framework and not the change analysis because of limited temporal frequency and coverage of the data.

For the time series analysis, all trends in time series were computed as the slope of linear trends based on ordinary least squares regression. The significance of the trend was computed by using the nonparametric Mann–Kendall trend test. The standard error of the trend slope is also reported. We estimated the decadal trend based on the 5 year moving average approach to reduce the potential impact of first, last, and outlier points. The Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient (r) was used to measure the ordinal association between given two quantities. To understand how warming-induced DOYPmax shift has characterized northern land vegetation productivity, we investigated changes in temperature, DOYPmax, GPP_Total and GPP_Ratio. This analysis was applied to both MODIS and ESMs-based retrievals. A trend in DOY_zero-crossing of three CO₂ data was, respectively, computed and correlation analysis between annual variations in DOY_zero-crossing and SCA was performed.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Spatial pattern of MODIS DOYPmax and its determinants

A distinct spatial gradient exists in DOYPmax and in its positioning with respect to the seasonal course of radiation and temperature (Figure 2a and Figure S2a,b). Overall, DOYPmax in arctic ecosystems is more closely aligned with DOYPmax (δDOYP_R = −9.3 ± 5.5 days, mean ± 1 SD) than DOYPmax (δDOYP_T = 29.1 ± 8.5 days), while in the boreal ecosystems it shows a much closer alignment with peak radiation levels (δDOYP_T = −13.3 ± 5.4 days, δDOYP_R = 12.9 ± 10.5 days). In the temperate regions, δDOYP_R is negative (−9.5 ± 27.0 days), that is, DOYPmax precedes DOYPmax. Temperature and water availability (i.e., RAP) limiting photosynthetic activity elucidate the observed regional variations in DOYPmax positioning. Every 1°C increase in temperature results in a δDOYP_R change of −5.7 ± 0.1 days (slope ± SE, Figure 2b). In regions with negative δDOYP_R, every 1% decrease in water availability results in a δDOYP_R change of −1.8 ± 0.1 days (Figure 2c). These results follow the two tenets of our framework, as outlined earlier complying with the laws of minimum (Blackman, 1905; Liebig, 1841; Sprengel, 1828). This suggests that the use of DOYPmax and its positioning in relation to DOYPmax and DOYPmax represents a feasible approach to assess plant’s adaptive state to climatic constraints.

3.2 Climate constraints, MODIS DOYPmax and seasonal vegetation productivity

Emerging climatic constraints to plant growth are directly linked to changes in both GPP_Total (Figure 2d) and GPP_Pmax (Figure S2c). Regions with large GPP_Pmax are associated with tight synchrony between DOYPmax and DOYPmax that is, both energy and water accessibility are least limiting (Bauerle et al., 2012). Ecosystems under either temperature- (δDOYP_R > 0) or water-limited (δDOYP_R < 0) environments show lower photosynthetic capacity by complying the general idea of climatic constraints to plant growth. Such interaction limiting photosynthetic activity is also tightly associated with growing season duration (Figure S2d). It is interesting to note that in areas with the largest GPP_Total (~1.07 kg C/m), DOYPmax slightly precedes DOYPmax (δDOYP_R = −7 days) because of a joint control by growing season length and GPP_Pmax (Xia et al., 2015). The longest growing season duration (~6.5 months) is found when δDOYP_R is approximately equal to −17 days. This is known as “phenological trade-off,”
that is, a longer growing season imposed by warmer environment may result in a higher GPP$_{Total}$ but warmer and drier summers may suppress GPP$_{Pmax}$, potentially offsetting the increased amount of GPP$_{Total}$ (Duveneck & Thompson, 2017).

3.3 | Confirmed patterns from two independent data: SIF and eddy-covariance tower GPP

Flux tower-measured GPP data from the eddy-covariance network and GOME-2 SIF confirm the above patterns observed in MODIS GPP products, thus lending further support for the proposed DOY$_{Pmax}$ framework (Figure 3 and Figure S3).

3.4 | Changes in MODIS DOY$_{Pmax}$ during last 17 years

Trend analyses reveal a widespread shift in MODIS DOY$_{Pmax}$ toward earlier in the growing season dominating across 60.6% of the northern vegetated area during last 17 years, and 32.8% of the area showing a significant negative trend ($p < 0.1$, Figure 4). These changes are seen across all three bioclimatic zones, that is, 31.9%, 38.7%, and 26.8% of the arctic, boreal, and temperate regions, respectively. At a hemispheric scale, we detected a significant trend toward an earlier peak photosynthetic rate of $-1.66 \pm 0.30$ days/decade (slope $\pm$ SE, $p < 0.001$) (Figure 5a), with regionally varying degree of advancing trends: a steeper change in the boreal region ($-2.46 \pm 0.47$ days/decade, $p < 0.001$) relative to the temperate ($-1.07 \pm 0.26$ days/decade, $p < 0.001$), and arctic regions ($-1.09 \pm 0.29$ days/decade, $p < 0.001$). These changes are mostly associated with warming in the lands north of 30°N (Figures 4 and 5). The sensitivity of DOY$_{Pmax}$ to warming was detected to be greater in the temperate ($-4.27 \pm 1.50$ days/°C, $p < 0.001$) than in the arctic ($-3.88 \pm 1.29$ days/°C, $p < 0.001$) and boreal ($-3.91 \pm 1.02$ days/°C, $p < 0.001$) regions. Note that regionally varying warming rates (TE < AR < BO) lead to a different order of trend and sensitivity estimates. These changes in DOY$_{Pmax}$ are interpreted as shifts in $\delta$DOY$_{PR}$ across the arctic ($-1.98 \pm 7.30$ days, mean $\pm$ SD, t test, $p < 0.001$).
boreal (−3.21 ± 5.83 days, p < 0.001), and temperate (−1.28 ± 12.76 days, p < 0.001) regions (Figure S4a,b). We find that the observed shift in DOY_{P_max} is mainly responsible for the changes in δDOY_{P,T} and δDOY_{P,R} because of relatively stable DOY_{R_max} and DOY_{T_max} changes (Figure S4 and Table S1). According to the principles in our framework, the shifts resulting a newly established photosynthetic seasonality with respect to seasonal climate factors imply changes in vegetation response to varying climatic constraints, that is, reduced relative importance of thermal constraint in the arctic and boreal vegetation while enhanced role of water availability in the temperate regions (Allen et al., 2010; Fu et al., 2015; Garonna et al., 2018; Piao et al., 2017; Figures 2c and 5). Note that some regions transitioning from positive δDOY_{P,R} might experience a critical tipping point where the ecosystems moves from temperature- toward water-limited ecosystems (Figure S5).

3.5 | Implications of changing MODIS DOY_{P_max} on seasonal vegetation productivity

The changes in DOY_{P_max} have regionally varying impacts on GPP_{Total}. An "earlier peak–larger productivity" pattern is dominant over the arctic (−0.004 ± 0.002 kg C m⁻² day⁻¹, slope ± SE, p < 0.05) and boreal (−0.006 ± 0.002 kg C m⁻² day⁻¹, p < 0.05) regions under a warming climate (Figure 5c). The framework proposed earlier informs that more favorable thermal conditions enable vegetation to increase its synchrony with seasonality in incoming radiation, with the seasonal course of photosynthetic activity tending toward the peak of radiation. Widely reported growing season extension (likely inferred from DOY_{P_max} shift, Figure S2d) partly explains such “earlier peak–larger productivity” relation across the arctic and boreal regions (Park et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2013). Warmer temperatures might also enhance access to key nutrients (e.g., nitrogen), thus stimulating photosynthetic rates over the course of the entire growing season (Natali, Schuur, & Rubin, 2012). A weaker “earlier peak–less productivity” pattern in the temperate regions emerges due to complex climate–vegetation interactions (Figure 5c). Here, warmer conditions without moisture-stress result in an earlier DOY_{P_max} and larger GPP_{P_max} and GPP_{Total}.

In other parts, where moisture stress is stronger, a significant decline in both GPP_{P_max} and GPP_{Total} is seen despite earlier DOY_{P_max} (e.g., southwestern Eurasia) (Angert et al., 2005). In order to capture the seasonal distribution of GPP with a simple metric we evaluated the
ratio ($GPP_{Ratio}$) of total GPP during the first half (January 1 to the long-term mean DOY$_{P_{max}}$) to that of the whole year. We find that DOY$_{P_{max}}$ occurring one day earlier in the season increases $GPP_{Ratio}$ by 0.28 ± 0.07 (temperate, slope ± SE, $p < 0.001$) to 0.58 ± 0.08% (boreal, $p < 0.001$), clearly indicating an advance in gross carbon assimilation activity (Figure 5d; Duveneck & Thompson, 2017). This is an important indicator, as the photosynthetic activity is tightly linked to the atmosphere via carbon, water, and energy cycles. Thus, phase shifts in carbon, water, and energy cycles could be anticipated (Richardson et al., 2013).

3.6 | Changes in phase and amplitude of CO$_2$ seasonal cycle

We found that earlier peak photosynthesis and more carbon assimilation in the early part of the growing season altered the seasonal course of atmospheric CO$_2$ concentration. We used CO$_2$ observations from Point Barrow and two state-of-the-art CO$_2$ inversion datasets (i.e., CAMS and JENA). The springtime downward CO$_2$ zero-crossing date (DOY$_{zero-crossing}$) shows trends toward earlier downward DOY$_{zero-crossing}$ in the three CO$_2$ datasets (Figure 6a). The phase of atmospheric CO$_2$ at Point Barrow has advanced by 1.84 ± 0.20 days/decade (slope ± SE, $p < 0.001$) since 1972. We also observe advancing trends but steeper changes in both CAMS (−2.42 ± 0.21 days/decade, $p < 0.001$) and JENA (−3.26 ± 0.21 days/decade, $p < 0.001$). This shift corroborates the advancing DOY$_{P_{max}}$ of gross photosynthetic activity observed from space and shows the potential implications of enhanced gross carbon assimilation in the early growing season, that is, increased $GPP_{Ratio}$ (Barichivich et al., 2012; Randerson, Field, Fung, & Tans, 1999; Figure 5a,d). Furthermore, similar to what we observed in the analysis of DOY$_{P_{max}}$ and GPP$_{Total}$ (Figure 5c), SCA of three CO$_2$ data is negatively associated with DOY$_{zero-crossing}$ (Figure 6b). These phase shifts in the CO$_2$ data and their association with the enhanced seasonal amplitudes are in accordance with several observations (Barichivich et al., 2012; Graven et al., 2013; Randerson et al., 1999) and modeling studies (Duveneck & Thompson, 2017; Zhao & Zeng, 2014) suggesting enhanced peak photosynthetic activity and its advancing shift.

3.7 | Changes in ESMs simulated vegetation productivity and DOY$_{P_{max}}$

We lastly ask whether state-of-the-art terrestrial biosphere models can reproduce the observed DOY$_{P_{max}}$ changes and their consequences under historical and future climate scenarios (Figure 7). The ESMs project an advancing DOY$_{P_{max}}$ across all northern bioclimatic zones for the period 1980–2030. We see a pattern of regional DOY$_{P_{max}}$ trends from ESMs analogous to satellite observations, that is, a strong trend for shifting to earlier in the season over the boreal (−0.94 ± 0.67 days/decade, mean ± 1 SD across all ESMs), arctic (−0.86 ± 0.71 days/decade), and temperate (−0.58 ± 0.61 days/decade) regions. All models show a tightly linked negative relation between DOY$_{P_{max}}$ and GPP$_{Total}$, revealing...
the “earlier peak-larger productivity” tendency as in current satellite observations. Particularly, temperature-constrained arctic and boreal regions have a tighter linkage between DOY$_{\text{P,max}}$ and GPP$_{\text{total}}$ than the warmer temperate regions. The shift in DOY$_{\text{P,max}}$ also increases the GPP$_{\text{ratio}}$, indicating more carbon assimilation in the early part of the growing season than in the later period (Duveneck & Thompson, 2017; Zhao & Zeng, 2014). The pace of future (2050–2100) DOY$_{\text{P,max}}$ shift and its contribution to productivity is projected to continue, but to be slower and weaker than at present.

4 | DISCUSSION

Our analyses from long-term satellite records and ESMs reveal a widespread shift in DOY$_{\text{P,max}}$ toward earlier in the growing season. The changes are associated with divergent consequences on GPP$_{\text{total}}$ depending on different states of climate constraints on plant growth. For high latitude arctic ecosystems, the advancement in DOY$_{\text{P,max}}$ likely continues in a warmer future climate as seen in the ESM simulations. Our framework translates the change into a continuous relaxation of temperature limit on arctic vegetation photosynthetic activity. A recent remote sensing based study supports our study by identifying a 16.4% decline in the area of vegetated land that is limited by temperature (Keenan & Riley, 2018). Yet, our framework suggests a reduction in the relative importance of temperature control on plant photosynthetic activity rather than a transitional state where other climate constraints primarily govern the ecosystem (Figure S4a).

Indeed, long-term ground based studies in the Arctic tundra have shown that temperature is a primary driver of shrub growth and its expansion in arctic environment, while soil moisture controls the sensitivity of growth response to warming (Myers-Smith et al., 2015).
Some of boreal ecosystems (northwest Russia and south Fennoscandia, south and southeast Canada) show a transition from positive to negative δDOYP,R during last two decades (Figure S5). This transition does not necessarily signify a decline of GPP_total, because of the "phenological trade-off" mechanism (Figure S2d). However, it is critical to monitor these ecosystems continuously because our framework suggests that there may be a tipping point where they move from temperature- to water-limited ecosystems. That is, continuous warming and drying conditions may exacerbate moisture stress, and therefore, productivity reduction in these ecosystems. Interestingly, a recent tree-ring based study revealed that while 2°C of warming may increase overall forest productivity, additional warming could reverse this trend and lead to substantial moisture stress (D’Orangeville et al., 2018). Also, multiple warming experiments confirm the dynamism of climate constraints on plant growth in the southern boreal forest and highlight the vulnerability of the ecosystem to excess warming and drying (e.g., Reich et al., 2018).

Warmer and drier conditions over temperate vegetation, where negative δDOY_PPR is dominant, generally result in a decrease of plant growth. Widespread increase of tree mortality of this susceptible ecosystem to worsening moisture stress has been reported (Allen et al., 2010). Most epidemic climate-induced tree mortality events occurs
over the regions where water availability is the primary climate constraint on photosynthetic activity (i.e., δDOY_{\text{Pmax}} < 0, see Figure S5). It agrees with the “earlier peak–less productivity” pattern in warmer temperate vegetation from MODIS data. However, the relation was not reproduced by the ESMs. The models projected that warming-induced earlier peak photosynthesis leads to an enhanced seasonal total productivity (Figure 7a). Recent studies have shown that current terrestrial carbon cycle models substantially overestimate (underestimate) positive (negative) effects associated with warming (Buermann et al., 2018). It is possibly because these models inadequately capture the effects of the seasonal build-up of water stress on seasonal vegetation growth.

Our analyses of DOY_{\text{zero-crossing}} and SCA confirm the advancing and enhancing CO_2 seasonal cycle in northern lands (Barichivich et al., 2012; Forkel et al., 2016; Graven et al., 2013). An additional remark made here for ongoing changes in biosphere–atmosphere interaction is an asymmetric enhancement of terrestrial photosynthetic activity. We find a widespread warming-induced DOY_{\text{Pmax}} advancement and GPP_{\text{Total}} increase across northern lands, and these changes possibly play a role in ongoing shift and amplified atmospheric CO_2 seasonal cycle. This is because peak photosynthesis rate explains about 78% of the variation of seasonal total productivity and only 21% can be explained by growing season changes (Xia et al., 2015). Our results confirm that a larger beneficial carbon uptake from an extended growing season is dominated by the later part of spring, when more fully developed leaf area with more favorable light and temperature is available for photosynthetic activity (Keenan et al., 2014). Together with these earlier studies, our findings suggest that an intraseasonal scale may provide a possible but overlooked mechanism for the changes in atmospheric CO_2 seasonal cycle. Furthermore, the observed shift in the relative importance of climate constraints on plant growth may be a possible mechanism for the recently reported weakening temperature controls on spring carbon uptake across northern lands (Piao et al., 2017).

Furthermore, our framework also gives insight into the changes in growing season duration and its implication on carbon cycle. As described in Figure 1, thermal inertia induced decoupling of radiation and temperature characterizes a unique seasonal climate environment to local vegetation. For temperature-constrained ecosystems (see Case 2 in Figure 1), DOY_{\text{Tmax}}’ward DOY_{\text{Pmax}} positioning leads to strong temperature dependence in spring photosynthesis while light availability emerges as an important controller in annual activity (Garonna et al., 2018). This intrinsic physical environment indicates contrasting responses of photosynthetic activity to spring versus autumn warming. In this cold environment, spring warming generally stimulates carbon uptake by extending onset of growing season (Pulliainen et al., 2017). In contrast, autumnal growing season extension and its photosynthetic carbon gain will be strongly limited by radiation (Bauerle et al., 2012). Multiple studies have reported that the increase of autumn temperature results in net carbon loss indicating more respiratory loss than photosynthetic gain in northern lands (Commare et al., 2017; Piao et al., 2008). These contrasting seasonal responses also partially explain the observed and projected asymmetric enhancement of photosynthetic activity and carbon cycles in northern lands. However, further studies will be required to identify which case the autumn growing season extension can lead to increased photosynthesis sufficient to balance the higher respiration carbon loss.

Most of ESMs as well as MODIS GPP estimate used in this study do not include photosynthetic temperature acclimation process. This physiological adjustment is commonly observed as a shift in the optimum temperature for carbon assimilation rate by modulating local plant’s metabolism (Yamori, Hikosaka, & Way, 2014). We expect that taking the photosynthetic thermal acclimation likely lead to a slightly closer alignment between DOY_{\text{Pmax}} and DOY_{\text{Rmax}} than the one without the process. It also may reduce the observed DOY_{\text{Pmax}} sensitivity to warming (Smith, Malyshev, Shevlakova, Kattge, & Dukes, 2016). Nevertheless, we believe that the proposed DOY_{\text{Pmax}} framework and its changes are valid because of multiple evidence from independent datasets in this work (Figure 3 and Figure S3) and previous studies (Buitenwerf et al., 2015; Gonssamo et al., 2018; Rotenberg & Yakir, 2010). Interestingly, dendrometer-based intra-annual tree growth studies also support our framework (e.g., Rossi et al., 2006). Ongoing efforts for advancements in modeling communities (Rogers et al., 2017) will help to deploy temperature acclimation modules in ESMs and thus better understandings on seasonal photosynthesis and DOY_{\text{Pmax}} changes are expected.

In summary, our results highlight a significant shift in terrestrial photosynthetic activity north of 30°N, implying a constantly adapting state of climatic constraints on plant growth. A consensus of multiple Earth observations and ESMs on this change imbues confidence in our findings. This is a critical development because the shifts in peak photosynthesis may cause cascading perturbations in Earth system components that include carbon, water, and energy balances (Richardson et al., 2013), as well as ecological interactions (Walther, 2010). The framework proposed here is one of the first attempts to introduce the time of peak photosynthesis as an indicator of a plant’s adaptive state to climatic constraints, and provides a simplified yet realistic framework for the complex mechanisms by which various climatic factors constrain plant growth.
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